never touches it. Instead, 500 times per second, a pulse of sound waves causes the liquid itself to ripple and launch a droplet a thousand times smaller than one a human can transfer.
Yet none of that is the really futuristic part. Big bio labs have used robots and barcodes for years. Even the liquidmoving technology-called acoustic droplet ejection-has existed for decades. The real giveaway comes when I ask Dean what experiment this robot is working on right now. "I have no idea," he says. He could easily find out, but he didn't design the experiment. Instead, it was the output of a computer program.
"I want to be very clear," says Zymergen CEO Joshua Hoffman, heading off a persistent misunderstanding. "There is a human scientist in the loop, looking at the results and reality checking them." But for interpreting data, generating hypotheses, and planning experiments, he says, the ultimate goal is "to get rid of human intuition."
Zymergen is one of several companies
Artificial intelligence, in so many words AI GLOSSARY ALGORITHM A set of step-by-step instructions. Computer algorithms can be simple (if it's 3 p.m., send a reminder) or complex (identify pedestrians).
BACKPROPAGATION
The way many neural nets learn. They find the difference between their output and the desired output, then adjust the calculations in reverse order of execution.
BLACK BOX A description of some deep learning systems. They take an input and provide an output, but the calculations that occur in between are not easy for humans to interpret.
DEEP LEARNING How a neural network with multiple layers becomes sensitive to progressively more abstract patterns. In parsing a photo, layers might respond first to edges, then paws, then dogs.
EXPERT SYSTEM A form of AI that attempts to replicate a human's expertise in an area, such as medical diagnosis. It combines a knowledge base with a set of hand-coded rules for applying that knowledge. Machine-learning techniques are increasingly replacing hand coding.
GENERATIVE ADVERSARIAL NETWORKS
A pair of jointly trained neural networks that generates realistic new data and improves through competition. One net creates new examples (fake Picassos, say) as the other tries to detect the fakes.
MACHINE LEARNING
The use of algorithms that find patterns in data without explicit instruction. A system might learn how to associate features of inputs such as images with outputs such as labels.
NATURAL LANGUAGE PROCESSING
A computer's attempt to "understand" spoken or written language. It must parse vocabulary, grammar, and intent, and allow for variation in language use. The process often involves machine learning. REINFORCEMENT LEARNING A type of machine learning in which the algorithm learns by acting toward an abstract goal, such as "earn a high video game score" or "manage a factory efficiently." During training, each effort is evaluated based on its contribution toward the goal.
NEURAL NETWORK
STRONG AI AI that is as smart and well-rounded as a human. Some say it's impossible. Current AI is weak, or narrow. It can play chess or drive but not both, and lacks common sense.
SUPERVISED LEARNING A type of machine learning in which the algorithm compares its outputs with the correct outputs during training. In unsupervised learning, the algorithm merely looks for patterns in a set of data. 
